COVID POLICIES & SAFEGUARDS FOR YOUR PROTECTION
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We are only accepting reservations for the 2022 season from guests who are fully
vaccinated including any recommended boosters.
We are presently only accepting new reservations for the Sunflower and the Iris
apartments.
Guests will be asked to wear N95 or KN95 masks when in a common area (if you
don’t have one, we can supply a KN95).
At this point in time, we are only taking reservations for the “Rental Option”. The
apartments each have an equipped kitchen; the apartment will be prepared for you
the same way, but breakfast is on your own. A lower rate and lower tax rate are
applied.
For those who have already reserved the B&B option- we will contact you with
further information. The plan at this time is to provide a room-service breakfast for
all those in the apartments who have previously selected this option. Note – a
reminder: unrelated to COVID, please note that we have changed our breakfast
plan: a full breakfast is served on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, and on the other
mornings, a lighter breakfast will be served – a lower rate is charged for those
mornings as well.
Whenever possible we are providing for at least a full day of rest between guests
in any apartment or suite so that the unit can easily be fully aired out and supersanitized. When this “day of rest” is not possible – rest assured, your unit will still
be super- cleaned as always, and aired out, and sanitized according to COVID
guidelines.
We have installed a UV light sanitation system in our heating/cooling forced air
ducts
Just as most other B&Bs and hotels have done during the pandemic, we are no
longer doing automatic touch up housekeeping during your stay. We will make
fresh towels available, pick up your used ones, and pick up your trash. However,
B&B guests that do feel the need for a touch up housekeeping during their visit
(particularly those with a longer stay), they just need to let us know (ideally, at the
beginning of the stay or sooner, so that it can be arranged) and we will do our best
to provide it. Rental guests may request it at a modest additional charge.
If you have any symptoms of COVID 19, please take a test prior to traveling here
to be sure it is not COVID 19. Also, we trust that no one will come to Sunrise
Landing if they are not feeling well. We have also completely waived our
cancelation policy. While we always appreciate as much notice as possible, you
can cancel at any time for any reason (without charges) – no questions asked. We
please ask you to cancel though, rather than just not show up.

The above polices are a work in progress and have been instituted for the safety of our
guests and staff. We are doing our best to address the situation as it continues to evolve.
Special circumstances may come to light which we will deal with as they arise.

Regardless, although some things may be a bit different, we are confident that we will be
able to provide all with a safe, personalized, and most enjoyable stay
Bob and Barb

